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8” HEAVY DUTY
GRIPPER CLAMP
Quick action 8” (200mm) maximum opening
gripper clamp with 4” (100mm) throat for a
variety of clamping applications.

Ball joint swivel
clamping jaw with
removable pad.

Removable pad to provide
grip on work surfaces and
reduce workpiece marking.

Zinc plated steel
bar to prevent rust.

Soft grip handle
for better grip
and more
clamping force.

Groove in bar
to allow sliding
head to move
more smoothly if
covered in dust.

Serrated bar for better
grip of sliding head when
under clamp pressure.

Cast steel fixed head.
Cast steel
sliding head.

CRAFTSMAN & HOBBYIST
TOGGLE CLAMP
Economy range clamp, ideal for securing
workpiece either onto jigs or to the surface
of the machine. 330 lbs (150kg force).

U*CR/H150 (1 off)

U*CR/H150/SET (pair)
Size 6-5/16” x 2”

U*FC/200 
Size of steel section
1-1/16” x 19/64”

CLAMP TO
SPREADER:

1. Undo fixing bolt &
release clamp end

2. Pull clamp end off &
turn around.

3. Slide clamp end on bar
& screw on fixing bolt

Designed for one handed use,
converting easily from clamp to
spreader.  Four sizes available.
� Heavy-duty internal mechanism.

� Precision engineered special shaped 3/4” x 15/64” carbon steel bar for
consistent and rigid performance.

� 3-1/8” throat.

� Soft jaw pads made from thermal plastic rubber.

� Fixed jaw reversible for spreading operations.

� Ergonomically designed plastic handles with non-slip (TPR - thermal
plastic rubber) inserts, and insert release trigger for maximum comfort.

Removable
thermal
rubber
plastic jaws.

Ergonomically
designed glass
reinforced nylon
plastic handles.

Thermal plastic
rubber for
comfort.

Heavy duty
mechanism.

Carbon steel
bar for rigidity

Replacement
Parts:
Fixing Bolt
U*WP-BCS/FB
For unscrewing clamp to
convert to spreader.

Soft Jaw Pad
U*WP-BCS/SJP
Removable thermal
rubber plastic jaw.

Product Ref.

U*BSC/6 6” (152mm) 14” (355mm)

U*BSC/12 12” (305mm) 20” (508mm)

U*BSC/24 24” (610mm) 32” (812mm)

U*BSC/36 36” (915mm) 44” (1118mm)

3-1/8”

Min. 6-3/4”
(170mm)

Max. see below
Max. see below

BAR CLAMP & SPREADER
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